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Flexible Licensing Options

- **MultiTrans Expert**
  - Editors, Translators, Project Managers, Administrators

- **MultiTrans Translator**
  - Advanced Translators

- **MultiTrans Lookup**
  - Basic Translators, Reviewers, Referencing

- **TextBase & TermBase Web (including fetch from web)**
  - Terminologists, Freelance Translators, Public

- **Freelance**
  - Freelance Translators

- **Concurrent Licensing**
- **Optional Modules**
MultiTrans 4.2 TextBase TM simply does more!

- **TextBase TM concept**
  - Best of both worlds (Translation Memory + Textual Search Engine)
  - Rapidly create large, contextual memories
  - Automatically mine TMs at the paragraph, sentence and sub-segment levels

- **Compatibility with unclean Translation RTF files**
  - Process, generate, clean and import
  - Exchange memories through TMX

- **Ability to treat tagged file formats (with XLIFF editor)**
  - XML, HTML, XLIFF, InDesign, DITA and more
  - View WYSIWYG source and target documents side-by-side
  - Same benefits as the regular Translation Agent

- **Terminology management enhancements**
  - Advanced user access rights management
  - Integrated spell checker
  - History of modifications
MultiTrans XLIFF Editor

MultiCorpora will soon release the much anticipated version <i>MultiTrans 4</i>. This version features the best in language productivity technology, including ground-breaking sentence alignment, unmatched licensing flexibility as well as many other improvements.

As an active member of the <i>MultiTrans Pro 3.7</i> family, you are entitled to upgrade your license to <i>MultiTrans 4</i> free of charge. However, since <i>MultiTrans 4</i> is considered a new product, you must purchase a minimum of mandatory training in order to ensure a successful migration and maintain your supportability. Various migration packages are available to suit your needs, and our professional services experts are already scheduling training sessions for the new release. We want your migration to be successful and ensure that you get the most out of the new features provided in <i>MultiTrans 4</i>. The training will be on a first come first serve basis as we have freed up our professional services team until November 30, 2005 to assist in the MultiTrans migrations of all eligible customers.

To schedule your migration or to obtain <i>MultiTrans 4</i>, please contact our professional services department at <a>819-778-7070</a> x 241.
MultiTrans 4.2 does more!

Visit us at booth 45!

For more information, visit www.multicorpora.com or contact sales@multicorpora.com